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Abstract

Despite being a promising and lively playground, sound design
is not a discipline as solid and established as visual or product
design. We believe that the reason is to be found in the lack
of design-oriented measurement and evaluation tools. The Eu-
ropean project CLOSED (Closing the Loop Of Sound Evalua-
tion and Design) aims at providing a functional-aesthetic sound
measurement tool that can be profitably used by designers. At
one end, this tool is linked with physical attributes of sound-
enhanced everyday objects; at the other end it relates to user
emotional response. The measurement tool will be made of a
set of easy-to-interpret indicators, which will be related to use
in natural context, and it will be integrated in the product de-
sign process to facilitate the control of sonic aspects of objects,
functionalities, and services encountered in everyday settings.

1. State of the Art/Design
Art creation has historically been a feed-forward process in
which an idea, conception, or intuition precedes the actual pro-
duction of artefacts. Feedback can be found and used in several
artistic contexts, but it is rarely functional to artefact develop-
ment. The revolutionary contribution of the Bauhaus school in
the early 20th century was to situate visual art in an iterative
process incorporating analysis and prototyping, thus closing the
creative loop and founding the discipline of design. What dis-
tinguishes design from art is the role played by the evaluation
of functional qualities of artefacts, with the general aim of im-
proving daily life. Measurement is the key component in any
feedback control loop: the design loop is an iterative process
where the input from the initial idea is iteratively compared with
results fed back through the evaluation block.

Another key characteristic of some great design schools of
the twentieth century (Ulm, Chicago) was to encourage continu-
ous confrontation with science and technology, and to formalize
the design education process through sets of exercises of basic
design [1], where the student was actively engaged to make a
composition that solves a specific communication or use prob-
lem, under very strict constraints. As an example of exercise in
visual design, a student may be asked to produce an apparently
convex surface just by painting circular elements on it.

There has been about a century of more or less successful
attempts to close the loop in visual design of industrial prod-
ucts. Today, some companies like Alessi that give high value to
visual communication effectiveness base their product design

cycle on sophisticated, semantics-based visualization and mod-
elling tools. Due to the limitations of purely visual design, the
products can often exhibit inconsistencies when their tactile or
sonic qualities are evaluated. While tactile and haptic informa-
tion is gradually entering the design process, functional sound
continues to be a largely unexplored territory in design practice.
So, despite a history of craft of musical sound design, which ex-
tends to ancient times, nowadays some people claim that sound
design does not exist as a discipline yet [2]. Exception may be
found today in sound for cinema, where sounds are crafted to
enhance or surrogate visual experiences, or in sound for alarms,
where auditory guidelines have been designed and validated to
communicate emergency [3].

During the last fifteen years, many research projects have
addressed sound quality measurement. Noises emitted by do-
mestic objects (e.g. light switches, vacuum cleaners, and cof-
fee machines) or equipment (e.g. car motors, air conditioners,
and windshield wipers) can now be characterized and evaluated
by psychophysical methods, by judgment on nominal bipolar
scales (semantic differentials), and by psychoacoustic measure-
ment tools. Such methods and measurements are well suited
to characterize the acoustic annoyance or preference [4], but
fail to account for emotional and cognitive responses related
to the functional-aesthetic aspects of a product. It is believed
that most classes of everyday sounds have emotional connota-
tions, which precede their cognitive interpretation. These emo-
tional connotations will influence the way a listener perceives a
given sound [5]. A systematic approach to affective reactions
to sounds would further increase our understanding and ability
to predict human responses to new everyday products enhanced
by sonic properties. It takes a fraction of a second for a lis-
tener to have an emotional response to a new object, and on that
basis to approach positive and avoid negative objects. This is
”the unbearable automaticity of being” [6]. Emotions allow to
make quick decisions about the world, while cognition permits
to interpret and understand it. Further, studies have shown that
the emotional system changes how the cognitive system oper-
ates [7]. Thus, measurement of emotional sound qualities of
a product may provide access to the characterization of beauty
and function in a sound design process.

Our present knowledge about everyday sound is insufficient
where relations between physical characteristics and perceptual
descriptions are concerned, especially with regard to functional-
aesthetic qualities. Research in psychoacoustics has largely
focused on the physiology and neurology of hearing, and on
the determination of perceptual attributes such as pitch, loud-



ness, duration, or timbre. Surprisingly, with the exception of
a few studies [8, 9], very little psychological research has ad-
dressed what we hear of events in the world and how we hear
them. Of late, several studies have focused on the perception
of source attributes such as excitation pattern and structural
invariants (like size, shape and material) instead of sound at-
tributes [10, 11, 12]. Results have shown that people perceive
quite well the physical features of sound sources using sound.
Recently the European project “the Sounding Object” further
expanded this body of experimental evidence and used it to
design physically-based sound synthesis modules for everyday
acoustic phenomena [13]. In the field of audio signaletics, most
sound designers have their own recipes to make samples that
convey a certain meaning, which we could call auditory func-
tion: for example cross-road sound signals are different among
several countries. Study of everyday sounds could help to ex-
tract auditory attributes and patterns in order to create unam-
biguous sounds to fulfills specific functions. Recommendations
for the designers have to be informed by perceptual results.

Along another research line, pattern analysis tech-
niques [14] (e.g. Independent Component Analysis (ICA)) have
made significant progress in facilitating the extraction of per-
ceptually based sound descriptors [15, 16]. Actual progress in
this area was possible thanks to the availability of a body of
knowledge in auditory perception and scene analysis. What is
missing in current analysis tools is the capability to extract func-
tional and aesthetic information. These may come by linking
pattern analysis techniques with results of psychophysical ex-
perimentation, in such a way that mathematical models, gener-
alizations, and classifications are conducted on functionally se-
lected sound databases and on parameter sets of synthetic sound
models.

The design of product sounds should consider the most ad-
vanced trends in product design, especially where interaction is
a key issue. Human-centred design is an integrated and iterative
product and service design methodology, innovated recently at
Sapient and extended in European research projects (Design for
Future Needs) [17, 18]. It is founded on understanding users
needs, and on the participatory integration of users into the de-
sign process, through simple prototyping and context-based ex-
perience assessment. Its application in sound design is almost
unknown probably due to a lack of suitable examples and pro-
totyping tools. However, the emerging possibility of augment-
ing products with sensors and dynamically responsive synthetic
sounds opens up wide new horizons in already established de-
sign practices. These may increasingly be expected to rely upon
experiment and simulation, or mathematical modelling, as inte-
gral to the design loop.

2. A Sound Approach to Sound Design
It is asserted that the key to closing the sound design loop is
the availability of suitable measurement tools and criteria. This
is indeed the kernel objective of the CLOSED project, and it is
pursued by structuring the project itself as an iterative design
process.

Interaction designers will identify fertile scenarios and ex-
isting examples from everyday contexts (such as the kitchen)
that are ripe for sonic improvement, and a number of design
concepts for product sound enhancement are developed. A set
of interactive, sound-enhanced prototype artefacts are going to
be produced to enable exploration of a region of the functional-
aesthetic design space. The sounds generated in the course of
physical manipulation of the artefacts will depend upon contin-

uous input captured from the gestures of the user. These arte-
facts will be abstracted and removed from true functionality,
but designed so that each one is representative of the salient
physical, interactive, and sonic features of an interesting class
of sound products. This approach is in line with classic basic
design practices, here extended to deal with interactive arte-
facts. Contributing products are selected from both the active
(food processor, kitchen sink) and passive (wine bottle, wire
whisk) behavioral categories. Interactive synthesis models for
characteristic sounds are going to be interchangeably embedded
in the prototype artefacts, and the functional-aesthetic qualities
of the sound artefacts will be evaluated using ethnographic and
human-centred design methodologies. Subsequently, a set of
structured psychological experimental investigations will per-
mit to evaluate the functional-aesthetic qualities of the products
by means of the emotional and cognitive responses of people
interacting with them, taking into account a range of use con-
texts. The results of these experiments will be used to validate
and refine the measurement tools that will be engineered to in-
fer salient features relevant to human emotional response to the
utilized sound models.

The potential for prediction and inference of machine learn-
ing technology becomes effective if a small change in a fea-
ture causes only a small change in a corresponding perceptual
attribute (smooth mapping). Under the latter condition, clas-
sifiers, predictors, and visualization tools will be developed.
Features that significantly determine emotional and functional-
aesthetic sound attributes are going to be singled out through su-
pervised learning, such as regular discriminance analysis, wrap-
per, and filter methods. Such features can be found at the signal
level, but will become fully usable as design parameters when
they are linked to sound models, possibly physically-based. In
this way, sound-augmented artefacts will be realizable by tight
coupling of sensors and sound synthesis parameters, and con-
trollable by navigation in the spaces provided by mathematical
models developed via machine learning. Sounds can be clas-
sified w.r.t. perceptual attributes. Some of these attributes can
be predicted for a given sound pattern. Such a predictor facil-
itates the design of sounds with a presupposed sound quality.
Visualization tools, such as correspondence analysis [16] and
non-linear methods (local linear embedding, isomap), yield a
perceptually relevant space. If sound patterns are mapped onto
such a space spanned by relevant attributes, the distance among
the projected sounds provides a salient measure for the similar-
ity of sound patterns.

The flexibility required by this iterative process is facilitated
by an array of sound synthesis building blocks that are being
elaborated to permit to mold the sonic appearance of objects in
which they may be embedded, their sound quality being tailored
using the new measurement tools to produce particular affects
that it is desired to explore.

Previously, aesthetics of sound and music has been identi-
fied as an optimum value between high (too boring) and low
(too complex) entropy [19]. This rather trivial statement falls
short in adequately accounting for aesthetics as a sensitively
balanced optimum of several factors, revealing the difficulty to
formalize and measure aesthetics. However in the situation of
sound design (as opposed to music) aesthetic questions can be
- to a high degree - reduced to tractable problems, since the
semantics of an object can be explicitly specified. In some
instances, the function of an object is clearly defined; e.g. a
kitchen knife is for cutting, it has to be sharp. Context comes
into play as the association with natural or other previously ex-
isting prominent sounds. Of interest for sound design is the fact



that sound carries various properties that give physical, kine-
matic, and procedural information about the source. Physical
invariants of the sound source can be singled out: size, weight,
state of aggregation, material, and surface. Kinematics of sound
sources can be heard as well: acceleration, deceleration, abrupt
stop, impulse. Another aspect is the learned causal relation
inherent of the consecutive steps in a process. This can be
expressed by rules or by a simple grammar. These physical
“synthesis parameters” are difficult to estimate statistically with
high accuracy. However, perception cannot precisely account
for these features either. Properties of objects and interaction
processes give rise to an actual perceptual equivalent that only
roughly corresponds to the factual physical reality. The per-
ceptual entities and their level of accuracy can be achieved by
statistical methods.

3. The Present/Future
The CLOSED project aims at providing a scientific basis and
tools for the realm of sound design to connect beauty and func-
tion based on phenomenology, system modelling, mathemat-
ics, psychology and neuroscience. In three years from now it
is expected that a discipline of product sound design will start
to emerge, to be practiced, and to be taught. Indeed, design-
ers are aided by the increasing availability and affordability of
technologies that change the appearance of objects; e.g., elec-
tronic ink, dynamic actuators, etc.. Now it seems that the sonic
appearance of objects is the most likely to become malleable
and dynamically changeable in the near future, as micropro-
cessors and loudspeakers can be already embedded into many
objects. Examples of this kind are already on the market. Con-
sider, for example the Apple Mighty Mouse. It has an embed-
ded piezo loudspeaker that serves to nearly transparently aug-
ment the rolling sound of the user’s two-dimensional scrolling
actions, which, although beneficial for interaction, most users
are not aware of. Similarly, the new controller of the Nintendo
Wii game console embeds gyroscopic and acceleration sensors
coupled with an embedded loudspeaker. In this way, percep-
tion and action are tightly coupled via direct manipulation and
acoustic/vibratory feedback localized where the action is [20].
For istance, playing virtual tennis is much more engaging with
this kind of controller.

These new technological amenities open wide and serious
design problems. As far as sound is concerned, the CLOSED
project addresses these problems via experimentation and mea-
surement.
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